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Q. Place of birth?

South America

Q. Your passion?

Yaoundé, Cameroon

Medical Sciences

Open a pharmacy.
Q. Favorite movie?

INTERVIEW
Fast and Furious
Q. Advice to the newcomer
relocating to Restigouche?

Sidoine Lieumou
Pharmacy technician
- by profession
Q. Employment? Employer?
Care attendant with the Manoir
de la Vallée Manor

Source Wikipedia:
Yaoundé, often called Ongola in
Beti, the language of the
indigenous ethnic group, the “city
of seven hills” is the political
capital of Cameroon. Populated
by 4,100,000 inhabitants in 2019.
Yaoundé is home to most of the
most important Cameroonian
institutions.

I like hot and festive regions.
Informal economy: A major part
of Yaoundé's economy is based
on the informal economy,
whether they be street vendors
(also known locally as "rescuers")
they sell paper handkerchiefs,
caramelized peanuts or non, cold
drinks, clothes… or tend to small
shops in the neighborhoods.

Q. Preferred leisure activity?
Cooking

Q. Dinner with a person from
history?

Nelson Mandela

Q. Most appreciated advice?

Victor
Hugo

It is very important to succeed
to
integrate
your
new
community and to make
yourself known.
Go register with the RMA and
participate in their activities.

As long as your heart is
beating, never give up
Q. Favorite author?

You have to integrate, to learn
to fit in.

Q. One word describes you?
I admired his courage and his
dedication to peace for a long
time.

Imposing

Q. A book you recommend?
https://www.lokia.ca/residence/
atholville/manoir-de-la-vallee
Q. Why this career?
Because I like helping people,
to make them smile and to be in
a good mood.

Q. Most enjoyable voyage?
Professional training - There are a
multitude of such training centers
in the city for various professions.
specifically in the field of hotels,
restaurants, academic orientation,
in
particular
Intelligentsia
Corporation.

The informal sector also affects
the housing sector, in which many
builders are in fact nonprofessionals.

Q. Did you choose NB or did
it choose you?
I made the choice.

Tourism in my own country.
I discivered towns that I had
never known.

The Bible.
From it I get my strength and
sometimes find solutions.
Q. You are most proud of?

My Perseverance

Q. Destination to discover?
Q. You win the lottery and do
what?

Q. You have three wishes? ?
Health, a nice family and
financial security
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